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INTRODUCTION. 

1 .1  The Economic Context; 

The economic context  of this paper is  essentially 

pragmatic.      Although the analysis is  relevant 

primarily to underdeveloped economies   in which under- 

employment and disequilbrium are particularly 

prevalent,   it  is by no means restricted  to   them. » 

Indeed we assume throughout  the existence  of a 

substantial private sector  so that the diversion of 4 

resources  to the public  sector  from the private one 

the  impact on the private   sector of public  projects, 

and the allocation by the   government  of resoun-t--a  to 

the private sector for specific projects are  all \    m 
relevant problems. 

Furthermore, despite   the frequent  occurrence  of 

imperfect competition and  the existence  of  taxes and 

subsidies affecting resource allocation,  we  shall 

assume that market prices  provide a starting point 

and a framework for   „v,,iJ!lUnt;    social benefits and 

costs on the basis of which one can develop more 
sophisticated shadow prices. 

1 .2 The Administrât!vft_nnri^rt:. 

In addition  to an economic context the  paper *•    A 

requires an administrative  framework.    Central to ; 

our analysis is  the "planning agency";    this  is the 
body which evaluates projects  typically presented 
from outside,  although it may participate  in the 
¿election   of potential projects for detailed  design 
preparation. 

Individual projects once approved are assumed 
to be handed over for operation to managers who may 
be in either the public or private sector and whose 
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objectives cannot be assumed to be identical with 
those of the planners. 

The function of the planners themselves can 
be divided between "project analysis"   -  the 
application of economic reasoning to the 
evaluation of various alternative projects - and 
the more nebulous  tasks of  taking decisions which 
have substantial value  implications.      V»e  would 
expect  the planners to concentrate on defining the 
areas  in which such decisions were required and to 
seek guidance  from a political  level.    Nevertheless 
we will refer  to "planner's values"  meaning values 
applied by the planning agency which may or may not 
have originated  there. 

1 «5 Reasons for Shadow Prices: 
In subsequent sections we  discusa the uses of 

shadow prices and their calculations  in particular 
situations.     It  is useful here   to give a general 
classification of the circumstances  in which they 
are likely to be necessary. 

Where changes  in an economy are occurring so 
rapidly that  the r/.2rket mechanism fails to adjust, 
the disequilibrium prices will not reflect true 
social coats and benefits.    It may be possible  to 
calculate equilibrium prices and use  them for certain 
decisions before  those prices would have been attained 

in a free market. 
Another case  of the inadequacy of market prices 

occurs with projects which are necessarily large 
and invisible.      in this situation the project may 
cause market prices to change  so that it may not be 
possible to find a single unambiguous market price 
with which to measure the value of inputs or outputs. 

v*- 
 ~ 
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A third reason for using shadow prices instead 

of market prices is the existence of monopolistic 

elements in the market, or taxes and subsidies, which 

cause market prices to diverge from the proper measure 

of social benefits and costs. 

Finally, there is the case in which only a part 

of the effects of a project can be associated with 

an exchange of money.  There may be either benefits 

or costs which, for technical, administrative or 

social reasons, canuot be sold or, in the case of 

costs, paid for in the usual way. Nonetheless, such 

external effects should be evaluated at shadow prices 

so that they can be taken into account in project 

evaluation. 
) 
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BA9IC    CONCKPT _0F_ EFFICIENCY . JH&QBg. 

2.1 Shadow Prices! 

A shadow price  is any price other than an 
observed market price.    For what purposes can such 
prices be used?    Essentially there are   three roles 
for  shadow prices:     (i) for doing separate accounting 
in a large organisation,  where an entity which is 
being accounted,  does not buy its iniuts,  or sell its 
outputs,  in the open market;     (ii)  for  investment 
and pricing decisions of an entity where  one wishes 
to apply a criterion other than profit  or revenue 
maximization,   or cost minimization,  at market prices: 
and (iii) for constructing a set of incentive 
payments for managers or workers,   so as  to induce 
them to operate  in a way that accords with one's 
social criteria. 

Formally,  shadow prices may be  identified in 
the mathematical problem of maximizing or minimizing 
subject to constraints as the increase  in the 
optimum value  of the maximand (or decrease in the 
optimum value  of tite minimand) made possible by a 
unit change  in a constrained variable.    Thus,   the 
shadow price  is the Lagrangian multiplier of the 
calculus or  the valu ;s of the "dual"   solution to the 
linear programming problem.       (See  below,  section 6.1.) 

2.2 Accounting Prices; 

Accounting prices are  shadow prices which meet 
a certain standard of administrative feasibility. 
Por example,   if one were to price electricity on a 
strictly marginal cost basis,  the optimal shadow 
price would vary continuously with the  scale of load 
and its geographical distribution.    For administrative 
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reasons,  it might be laid down that not more than 

three separate  time-of-day prices could be used. 

Given this constraint one  could then,   in principle, 

identify the  optimum set  of prices and  the periods 

for which they should operate. 

Ideally,   the      uhiirustraUv.i     costs   imposed by 

the  structure  of shadow prices should  be  specified 

and  the optimal   set and  structure of prices calculated 

so  that the   total efficiency of the  system,   including f 

the  administration,   is maximized.       In practice   this | 

is  not  likely  to  be  possible   and we  must  accept   the | 

probability  that  in any context in which we wish  to 

use  shadow prices,  relatively arbitrary constraints 

on  the structure  of the  prices will  be   imposed. 

át is  important to notine   that  the  best, 

accounting price  will depend on the   level of output ! 

which will itself depend  on  the actual  prices Ì 

charged.    Thus  accounting  prices should  be  related 

to  the shadow prices appropriate  to  the market 

conditions  that  actually will  prevail  if the project 

is  operated.     In  this paper we  cens ider  the  theory 

of  these suboptimizmg shadow prices;     in practice ,f 

it is   to theoe   latter prices  that attention should > <L 

be  given in formulating accounting prices. ^ 

2.3  Incentive  Prices » 

A manuger   might be required to maximize his 

»accounting profit». If the  planner has any reason to j 

believe  that managers have any persistent bias I 

tending to reduce  their efficiency in doing this, it I 

may be desirable   to make  the manager' s remuneration 

a function of »accounting profit».       The  incentive 

effect could be  strengthened if the  bias of the 

manager were  taken into account in calculating 
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accounting prices.      Suppose,  for  instance, that 

managers of building siteu are found not  to utilize 

machinery sufficiently to   naximize  the "accounting 

profit"   of the planners;     it may be  effective  to 

lower the "incentive price"   of machinery to the   site 

manager below the "accounting price"   used by the 

planner, 

if 2.U Assessment of Private Projects: 

I The use  of shadow prices  in project evaluation 

yf where  those making the bosesGment will not have 

I responsibility for recurrent decisions poses several 

|   >jp special problems.    To evaluate the  project one  requires 

' to estimate  the costo and benefits  of the project  in 

each year at appropriate  shadow prices.     The va}ue   of 

* the project assessed in this way wili alwavs De 

maximized only if  the subsequent op^rrationai decisions 

,; are  taken on  the  basis of the  samp   set  of shadow 

prices.    Yet  in many cases,  especially where planners 

'f are assessing  the  claims  of a  private enterprise  to 

some Scarce resources allocated by the  planners,   it will 

be known in advance that  this will not occur.    Thus, 

in general,   the  level of  subsequent  inputs and  out- 

puts will have  to be predicted or calculated on the 

basis of the  expected behaviour of  the  subsequent 

operators.       This might affect the priority given to 

different projects.    For  instance,   in general  input 
flexibility is a desirable characteristic of projects. 

However,  if the planners attach a  low shadow price 

to labour,  it may be more desirable   that a privato  - 
profit maximizing - firm should adopt an inflexible 

process with a fairly high labour  intensity than a 

more flexible process compatible with a wider range 

of   labour intensities.    This follows if we recognise 

^ 
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that the latter should be evaluated on the asaumpt'on 

that it will be operated at a lower labour intensity 

by the private firm thant it would be by operators 

maximizing accounting profits at the accounting 

prices of the planners. 

2.5 External and Internal Shadow Prices: 

It ie useful to distinguish between "external" 

and "internal" shadow prices. The first type are 

those which might reasonably be laid down independently 

Of the particular project being evaluated. 

Examples of external shadow prices would be a general 

directive to take labour as free, or to use a certain 

set of discount rates. On the other hand, internal 

shadow prices are derived from the characteristics 

Of the particular project.  One example is the 

"transfer price" between different sections of a 

single complex project.  This might be quite important 

if one attempts to design each component of the 

project optimally rather than assessing a single 

design by an "accept/reject" criterion.  Another 

case arises with the selection of construction 

schedules.  Suppose that phase 1 of a project 

requires certain site plant which will also be 

required in phase 3 and that none of this plant would 

be used on phase 2 if it were costed separately en 

a weekly hire basis.  The fact that the plant is 

there means that it could be used at little extra 

cost. It should be apparent that internal shadow 

prices are only relevant at the project design and 

work scheduling stages rather than at the stage of 

appraisal of a "given" project. 

> 
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III 

PROJECT OUTPUTS 

Before looking at the problems of assigning shadow 

prices to project outputs, it is worthwhile considering 

the problems involved in identifying the set of direct 

and indirect benefits (outputs) associated with any 

project.  Benefits may, of couise, accrue even if there 

are no associated revenue receipts.   In discussing the 

activities of private firms it is customary to refer to 

the benefits (and costs) which do noi produce revenue 

(and money costs) to the firn? íS spil ¡overs or external 

economies (and external diseconomies).  In the public 

sector, where the primary output of a project may yield 

no revenues, th'.: nature of spillovc's and externalities 

becomes blurred.  It is nevertheless important that the 

effects on those not directly served by th^ project be 

taken into account,  i^or example, a hydro-elceti ic power 

plant may produce irrigation and flood control.   In 

addition to the direct and indirect benefits actually 

provided, the project ,iay also have the effect of assuring 

that certain products will be available if they are 

wanted in the future ..id of decreasing certain iisks which 

individuals previously had to beai"  availability itself 

and the avoidance of risk may both be considered of 

value. 

Although it is necessary to avoid omitting any 

benefits and cost;,, it is equally ìT^OI tant to avoid 

double-counting them.  Three types of benefit double- 

counting mistakes have been made in cost, benefit studios. 

First, a benefit stream and an ...GL ociated change in an 

asset value may both be counted.  If land is in iguted, 

an increased crop may be grown on the land;  this raises 

the value of the land.  Only one of thesv. should be 

mm 
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counted as a mea sur-; oí' the value of the irrigation. 

Second, a "national income accounting" mistake raay be 

made by numi ¡in;, t n; . Hue of intermediale products 

rather than L-oking -ni,, at the net value ut each 

star-e.  Thus, ii'i'i.v.t, i ti m?-y produce more wheat, whi'-> 

producer more f'l.-ui „ ..hich produces moro bread* 

would certainly b' i nana- opi iate to 1 <ok at thr. 

the additional aal<.;, d. u Li three stages.  but a 

type of error it rrvde by counting the br^.d ins4 

the wheat.   7h v.lue added between the .he:; 

the bread ita-., is (, icnt \n  un economy • ith 

unemployment ox' m•!. .-employment) ar.ociated 

equal deci ease in value ..d sewherc in the econu •.;:. 

When the physical ,¡uuntii,ie; of the benefits o.' ? he 

proposed project darin each year of its life have ben 

estimated, It is ucci... . ry  to assign shadow priera to 

them.   i-'or ain.raUcity .;«. take as the basic unit of 

measure that which com y: onde to the money prices of 

consumen pood., aoid in aoMioctitive markets in the econon.y. 

This allows us, uii,'i suitable conditions., to use the 

money price, at weich project outputs are acid ;.s 

appropriate ah. do/, .„ ice censures of their social value. 

Consumer prices ^o a-itablc when the project output is 

sold in u coma' ti ti va m rket and in a small enou,- h 

quantity that th in.ibd price is not affected by the 

incremental output.   The competi ti ven--ss of the market 

does not requin, that exactly the same product be sold 

by a large number of other pi oduccx s but only that there 

are competing clone a ibstituLes ar,d/or caso of entry 

into the product market.  Thus a government fertiliser 

plant adding only slightly to national supply .niejht 

generally take its sclllrg price as an appropriate measure 

of the output's value. 

M^ 
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In the remainder of this  r oction   ve  ohe11  concentrate 

on methods   of evaluating benefit:- when  m  nifi  m-jres 

aro  not  appropriate.        It wil1   <v.r • 

separately   sales  to  other producer--; 

consumers. 

3.1   Intermediate Benefits; 

Projects often produce benefit 

producers  rather than directly   lo cen    enee 

cf. 11 these  intermediate ben_eri_t_d te  .-)]• 

similarity  to the  intermediate   ; ro n   ' •     •> 

theory.       Four approaches to  ev; i a   ' in 

benefits ;7iay be distinguished. 

3.1.1  Market price  -paid for jaybr.fi, .;;f•. '.. 

ujidc.a._suitable market  cpnd_il_i.ons:     r:' e 

previously used coal and now   sabs!, i : at <• 

produced by a project,  the valu    of  ' V. 

electricity is the  decreased   coni   cor- ' ;¡ 

the  amount   firms are willing   to  \y ;;   "or   t!v  -'eetrieity 

V-'hilo  in the  cese  of electricity,   "hi   h   ir   :-ol.l   to   the 

fii-Tns,   it   is not necessary   io  u:-e   .   r  -ind d)m, i.n arure  in 

teins of decreased  alternative    -xv-vid Uu e -,   there  .nay be 

other benefits  (such as in i*>> tion)   that    u-., not  rold but 

that do replace private activity.     The  p. .blem  is .noie 

complicated if the  quantity uaeJ  o.'  the    ie    product   is 

more than  sufficient  to replace  the  i.vi -isiy used 

input;    see 3.1.3 and 3.1.U. 
3.1.2 Social cost of substitutes. iilreAd^_jj^ed :    A. benefit 

distributed to private producta s whi eh  permits a decrease 

in some alternative  input for which   i.hv. a  firms did  not 

previously pay an economic price (o.r;.,   a übst.i Luting road 

transport   for  subsidized rail tmnrmort)   simald bo 

valued at   the marginal social  cor-t  of provi din,, the 

previous   service,   i.e.,  the  decrease  in  cecini cost  due 

producer's 

l   ctrieity 

v.i'hvt i t.utcd 

er,   <••   rivilently, 

V 
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to smaller demands now being placed on the railways. 
Again this  it;  only imitable  to the extent  that   the new 
servj.ce does  not  provide moro than a   substitute  for  the 
old. 

3.1.3 Minimum cost of alternative in uts not already used : 
We are  led  naturally by  the  previous   two approaches   to 
ask:     if the  project producer ben .'fit s which CíO,      than 
replace a firms'   previous  ineuts  or e;:,<<.iia.i.turas,   how  shall 

these  extra benefits be valued?      On ••  possibility  would 
be the minimum  cost  for   which  the  firms  ceuld h   ve 
obtained equivalent factor   services before  the project. 
If the project  produces electricity and  the previously 
cheapest  source   of fuel was   coal,  v.e  m.°y estimate  the 
cost  of the  coal  that would have been necessary   to pi ovide 
the additional heat and power now obtained   from   t.h<3 
electricity.        It must bt.  em. hasised   Uiat   t.his  over- 
estimates the value of th,   additional  electricity and 
should be considuied only  as an upper  limit   to its value. 
3.1.U Indirect  evaluation:     When the project's  outputs 
are used by  firms not  meioly  t.o replace  a  r»revious  input 
but also to  inci'e¡.s .   their  ou I. put,   it  may  in some  cases 
be possible  to estimale the physical  increase  in output 
due to the  additional  inputs.     Pas t exp» ri. nee,   engineering 
or agricultural  technology,   or statistically estimated 
production functions,   may  indicate  the appropriate 
relation.       The   increased output  of  those products can be 
valued at  the market prices  at which they tirv  sold or, 
if they arc   final consumer ¿,oods,   in  the way described 
in section 3.2 below. 
3.2 Consumer Benefits; 

We now  consider the methods of assigning shadow prices 
to those benefits which accrue directly to consumers. 
These  include not only the actual products and  services 
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of all enterprise but also those   'external'  benefits 
that  individuals may enjoy because of a project. 
Por example,  improved rail transport may benefit not 
only rail users but also tho^e  who will enjoy less 
congested roads.     The time aaved by road  uscri;  and the 
decreased motor vehicle costs  must,   ther.ior^ be brought 
into  the  evaluation of the rail   service  improvement. 

Those products  or services which  the   project sells 

to the public  in direct competition with  a   lar^e number of 
other sellers,   and  in such quant iti-.-?;  that   the market 
prices are not influenced by  the addi i.ional outaut,  may 
be valued at market prices.     Although these  requirements 
are unlikely to be met for many  public projects  in 
developed economies,  many developing countries may sponsor 
projects that do produce consumer gods for  s;lc ..n the 

domestic market. 
When market prices are not appropriate,  we must 

consider a method of finding shadow prices.     The first 
three  approaches discussed in relation to  intermediate 
goods  (3.1.1,   3.1.2,   3.1.3)   may also be  applied to  final 

consumer goods. 
3.2.1   Market price   paid for  sub.s_t_it_ut_üs i.liieadx.,^9ld Hftder 
suitable market conditions;       This may not be  substantially 
different from selling a product  in competition with 
private producers  of the same  product,   in which case  the 
shadow price obtained would be equivalent   to the product's 
ßelling price.     But two cases  arise  in which it is necessary 
to look at the market price paid for substitutes.       First, 
if the product of  the project   is not  sold,   the relevant 
criterion is the  saving on previous substitute purchases. 
Second,   the quantity oí  the product  sold may be such 
that the selling price is substantially différent from 
what  it would have been if the project had a much smaller 

^ 
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output;     a niGasure of the value of the project's outrmt 
to its  intramarginal consumers  i s given by  the  prices 
they previously paid  to . chieve the  same   satisfaction. 
It  must be emphasized that   this met hoi  assumes  that 
all output  simply replacer,  previously  purché aed   ; oods 
e.g.,   a  substitution or electric heatin       or  coal 
heating,   and  th« t  oonsum« r dem >nd  for'  the   type  oí'  , ood 
(heating)   is  completely price  inelastic.     V.'h-n project 
output does more  thon replace  v.  préviens   enntroner good 
but is not sold in a competitive market,   we n.us-t be 
able to estimate the value   to consumers  of  this  incremental 
output.       This  is discussed  in 3.".? and  3.2.U. 
5 • 2.2  Social  cost  of  sub, titutes pr> vùnis lv_. i\t -j vi :     li'  the 
good or  service previously  usci had       a<->e;   1   cor-t   higher 
than its  market price,   that   social  coed,   should  ra u::ed 
to measure the  vlue  oí'  the   replacement.     The   relev; nt 
coat   is   the  marginal or escapable social   eo: 1 ,   i.e., 
the  savinr; due   to the   replacement oi'  th.:   old   roo i by  the 
new.       Even if the  consumero valued  the  old   j.ood 1er s 
than its   social cord,   the  relevant value  for   the 
replacement  is   the   i educed  resource use  :md  not  the 
consumer  satisfaction. 

3.2.3 Minimum cost of al terna live provision not previously 
used:       As already  explained in 3.1.3,  an upper limit   to 
the appropriate  sha dor priée of a net increase oí' a   good 
can be  obtained by measuring the  lowest   co:t  alternative 
method of providing the  same  consumer good or  service. 
3.2.U Willingness to pay (surplus "HIPH^).     ìn zcnevai, 

we  try to shadow-price the project's output  in terms  of 
the amount consumers would be willing to pay,   regardless 
of whether or  not  they are actually mude   to pay.     This 
underlies each of the approaches mentioned above,  except 
for the  case where  consumers had previously been paying 
less than the   social cost of providing the good or  service. 

I 
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Difficulty arises  in applying the  'willingness to 

pay« rulo whenever:     (i)   the good ia   sold but the- 
project  output   is  large  eneagh  to cause a   fail   in price 
or (ii)   the  feuoa io  not,  sold to those who bannfit from 

it- 
Consider   a project   that produrer   chi ito.     Fiçur : 

represents the  domani curvo,   DD,   l'or  Ghiri,::     ad   :••'« 
the price  (PQ)   and   output   (NQ)   prevailing L.,foi-;   ihn 
shirt factory   is built.     Now assume   th;.t   i or  technical 
reasons the project must  produce a minimum number of 
shirts per year so  that  the total nunber would   increa- 
to N1  and the  price  full   to P1.       This rnincs  problem 

(i):    how  shall we  value   the   UVV   "hirtil?       At pricC 

p  ,orPr   or   some other price?      Although P0  is  the 
price that  a   consumer would be  willing to  pay   for the 
"first':   shirt,   the   "last"   consumer  va Lue-   a  shirt   at 
only P. .       Thus P0(NrN0)   overvalueL   the  output while 
p  (NrN   )  undervalues  it.       The appropri -.te value would 
be the  entire   she den  area under  the   dem.nd curve between 
N    and N  .        lì'   <   simple   shadow price aere  wanted,   it 
would not be  unreasonable to use   m ave, a   e of P0 nnd 
P1  (as  loi*   as the  difference  were   not   so  great  that 
non-linearity mi;;ht he   <si;;nif icaat). 

It  must  bo  stressed  that   the   approach oi   estimatine 

the total that consumers would be- v:illine  to pay for the 
incremental  output - i.e.,   the cntir- consumes'   surplus 
- is only ap copriate when  the  incremental  output is 
indivisible.      If  it were  possible   to produce   a   smaller 
quantity than (N^)   the use  of the consumer   surplus 
method to evaluate  the   entire N^ output would be 
inappropriate.      Valuing intramarginal output   in consumer 
surplus terms would overestimate the benefits  of the 
project  in comparison to the  output of privat" firms. 

L  
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The proper shadow price is generally the average 
consumer surplus of the marginal indivisible block of 
output units.     But  even if output could bo varied 
continuously,   there  ma certain cases  in which  (not 
withstanding what  has already been said)   it  is 
appropriate to value  the  entire  output at  consumer surplus 
shadow prices.        First,   if a project  produces  several 
different types of benefits  in a way  that  'Iocs not 
allow the  individual types of benefits to  be v> i iod 
separately,   the  smallest  possible increase   in one type 
of benefit may yield a much larger change   in another type 
of benefitj     the latter  should  therefore be evaluated 
at  consumer  surplus   shadow prices.     Second,   consider a 
project that produces only one  type  of output but does 
so under conditions of decreasing coat.     This is  shown 
in figure 2 where marginal costs fall until Np  and 
average cotts until N,.        It may be that   the  high unit 
costs of a small output  (les¡-  than N^)  are  not  justified 
by the benefits but as unit costs fall even more  rapidly 
than consumer  surplus per  unit  there   is  some  larger 
scale of project at which  total consumer  surplus  exceeds 
total cost.     In this case  the   int^amarginal consumer 
surplus is relevant.     But   it would still be  inappropriate 
to extend the  level of output beyond the point  at which 
marginal consumer surplus  exceeded marginal cost  (N, ). 

The estimation of the  demand curve relevant to a 
consumer  surplus calculation is easiest when the  product 
is marketed.        In thiscase  the   surplus  calculation is 
required because the project's  output  causes a fall in 
price.    As we have  seen,   an appropriate basic shadow 
price can generally be estimated as an avorace  of the 
'before'  and  'after'  prices. 

The demand curve estimation problem is more difficult 
if the benefit  is not sold.      Although the principles of 

t- 
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when and to what extent consumer surplus shadow prices 
are relevant remain the same,   the demand curve must now 
be estimated without direct  reference  to market prices, 
Max-ket research typu  studies may indicate the prices 
that  different  proportions  of individuals would he 
willing to pay for the benefits  received.     In some 
cases,  however,   this may not be  possible.     If individuals 
fear  that  they may be  specially charged or taxed  in 
relation to theii  own valuation of the benefits received 
they will not provide an honest assessment of the 
benefit's value.    Even when they are not  inhibited from 
providing an honest valuation of benefits received,  many 
individuals may be unable  to put a price on benefits  of 
a type  that  they ?jre  not accustomed to buying,  e.g., 
time saved in travel because of improved transport 
facilities.       When,   for these reasons,   a direct estimate 
of  the demand  curve carmot be made,   it  may be possible  to 
estimate  the demand curve by observing,   for exanple, 
what  individuals do "pay"   for time-saving in ouner 

situations. 
It   is,  of course,  easier to estimate surplus values 

when the project's ou.put  has only a  email proportionate 

effect  on total supply.    When,   in contrast,   it ib 
necessary to estimate not   oust a marginal section of the 
demand curve but the entire demand curve,  a more detailed 

set  of estimates is required. 
3.2.5 fintini   values vs.  private values:    All of the 
approaches that have been described,   including those  for 
shadow pricing intermediate benefits,   rest ultimately 
on the  implicit assumption that any product's value  is 
determined by the price that consumers would be willing 
to pay for it.     There are a number of cases in which 
«society1  rejects the individual's assessment of a 
product and alters the price to the consumer in a way 

V 
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that encourages conBumption (froc libraries,   schools, 
health care,   etc.)   or discourages  consumo¡ion (high 
taxes  on alcohol and  tobacco).     'Vhcn society acts  in 
this way  it   is  generally because  the  consumer licks  the 
knowledge or foresight  to make   the  appropriate decisions. 
More paternalistici.lly,   the  government   ¡nay  la place 
private valuations "by  social   ones  in  the belief th   ' 
individuals'tastes a. i.  inadeau.. ' ely   'cvelop<.d  to make 
'right'   decisions  and  that  ultci in ;  the ¡rices   th..t 
individuals pay is  more efficient   than u;\inr<  resources 
in advertising to educate  consuméis.     In these CASOS, 

the appropriate shadow pi ices  an.   the   government's 
valuations  oí'  the  products. 

Even in the  c  sc of a pi-ojrct  pro.lucine ^  single 
such output  it  may he  useful  to   i'oree  government  officials 
to state  a  shadow price  (or schedule  of prices)   for  the- 
good.        Many projects undertake.! because  government 
officials believe  that the benefits   are  ,:vcry important" 
may be  rejected as extravagant  if a unit  shadow price 
is explicitly stated.     In more  complex c  ses,  where  a 
project  produces ;i  variety of benefits,, it  is  even  ;;:ore 
important  that  each be valued. 
3.3 Special Problems; 

A number of special problems have been omitted from 
the discussions of shadow-pricing outputs  in order to 
keep the  above discus ion short  and direct.     V/e consider 
these problems now,   more in order to  indicate their 
existence  than to provide any detailed guide  to the 
assigning of shadow prices. 

3.3.1 Availability:    An individual may be willing to pay 
to assure that at some future  time ho will have the 
option to buy some good or service,   such as admission to 
hospital or rail transportation between two places. 
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Therefore  to the benefits accruing to those who will 
actually use a project's output must he added the 
total amount that everyone would be willing to pay to 
assure  the availability of the output.    Of courne, 
availability need not be absolute.       If the  existence 
of a project  of a certain size does not assure everyone 
of the availability of its  output but rather  rives them 
a probability of (say)  one-half of obtaining the  output 
when they want  it,  the appropriate value of  the "availability 
benefit"   is the amount  that everyone would pay for n 
probability of one-half of  obtaining the output.     This 
need not  equal one-half the amount they would pay for the 
"availability benefit" associated with a probability of 
one. 
3.3.2 Risk Reduction:      Related to  the availability 
benefits   is  the notion that the  reduction of risk 
confers  a benefit.    A project which (either as  its 
primary  function or as a by-product of hydroelectric 
power generation) provides  flood  control not   only 
decreases   the  expected amount of flood damage but also 
decreases  the uncertainty oí' those vhos    property is 
protected.     Two types of benefits arc  thc-uefore ignored 
if the  flood control  is valued  only in terms  of the 
decrease   in expected flood damage.       The nature of these 
benefits moy be soon by considering the motives of an 
individual who pays an insurance premium greater than 
the expected value of his loss.       First, because of the 
diminishing marginal utility of money to an individual the 
expected  disutility of a large  loss may be greater than 
the disutility of a  small premium although  ohe money 
value of the premium is greater than the expected money 
loss.     Second,   the individual prefei s to reduce the 
uncertainty about his fuUu'e  'losses'   and therefore to 
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substitute a known stream of premium payments for fin 
unknown stream of losses.       This   type oí' risk aversion 
can also be  seen in   the  individuals'   portfolio  selection 
behaviour where  assets  o;'  •    given yield  .ni   risk may 
be  preferred to  others  of hi':hei   yield and    .achter  risk. 
Although in th . cuse  01' flood control   the  same risk- 
reduction benefits  could be  conferre 1  by  an   inrux ..nee 
scheme without undertaking  the  physical  project,   in 
other cases  the project rruy  reduce  the  uncee t••.inty  of 
Specific  physical benefits   or  losses   . is   v/el L   as   of 
financial  losses.       The provision oí'   .or ;1  hospital 
services pi'ovides  a   risk  reduction  Us ;   could noi. Ve 
provided   simply by   insur; tir     a ..peinât   financi -.1  loss. 
3.3.3 Location and  Incoine Dis ti -ibution :     T h     t : o v < i i « .1 e n t 
may wish,   as  s   mai ter-  oí' national  policy,   lo   li scriminate 
in favour of or against cert..in   loe t. ions.        In   these 
case1 s  it  may be  desirable   to weight   benefits   ani costs 
on a basis ol   the  location of the project  or of the 
recipients.       The arbi; i.•. ine: s  of this meiao!,   ehich 
places  a   tax or  subsidy on public but  not  private 
projects   in an area,   must   be r   cognized. 

Similarly  the   : ov-ru'iard  may wish   to  -..si  n  different 
weights   to benefits   received by   individu-.ls   in different 
income classes.       /m  implicit valuation Oí   r 1  tive 
•marginal utilities  of  income as   surfest.; 1   by  the 
progressiveness  of the   tax   structure.        Palisi   a  to f vour 
other  specific  groups may  also be s ;oi«ted. 

3.3.U   'Public  Goods':     Economic  anal; sa s  defines  "public 
goods"  as  those  poods the enjoin,m „;   „hich    by  on.,   individu..] 
does  not  decrease  the  ability  of others  to  enjoy  them. 
The elimination of a  disease vector fiorn an area  (e.g., 
destruction of malaria-carrying mosquitoes)   simultaneously 
confers benefits on everyone in that  area.     The 

VA- 
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appropriate demand curve   for use in assessing the 
"benefit   of "public goods"   is  the sum over  pi ice of the 
individual demand  curves   -  i.e.     the  schedul ; telling 
the  tote. 1 amount  th,..t  ov   > y one   together would he willing 
to pay  for   each ;-d<itional unit  provided.     Thin demand 
curve   is  appropriato both l'or marginal decisions  (small 
increments  to  cup ply)   and   for  surplus  calculations  (when 
there  are  substrati il indivisibili t i^e). 

3.3.5  IncommtensurabloS.and :3fttan;;iblca: Although  shadow 
price;-,   should be assigned  to benefits  and  costs whenever 
possible and  an approximate  value  it.     enei a ! J.y ,ao. e useful 
than none at  all,   there   are  situations   in  .vhieh benefits 
and costs  should be accolteci  by the project  analyst   as 
incommensurable or intangible.       It  is   imeortant to 
distinguish between these  two  situations.       An intangible 
benefit   or  co:.'t,   each as   the   improvement   of a  landscape 
by a  park or   its  spoliation by a power  line,   io 
characterized by the  inability  to measure  i t on any  scaie. 
In contrast,   incommensurable benefits may be measured in 
physical units but    .enaot be   re. clily converted to money 
or any  other  common unit  of measure.     The;, e  include   such 
things  as  decrees  a  in  .1.   th  or sickness.       Although  the 
project  analyst  could assign arbitrary values to such 
benefits»   it  would be belt.r  to remit   their  incommensurable 
nature  and  describe   the benefits and costs of a project 
in terms not  only of money but also of  spcific physical 
effects.     A final cost-benefit report would thus contain 
information about  the net  social value of those benefits 
and costs to which shadow prices can be  assigned together 
with an itemization of  the  i ncomir.cn sur able physical benefits 
and costs associated with  the project and a description of 

the expected intangible  effects. 
The presence of incommensurable effects makes  the 

I 
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final selection of projects more difficult.  When the 

number of incommensurables i.s not large, choice may be 

facilitated by examining th<. sensitivity of the 

decision to difference:-, in shadow prices.  It may 

well be that í ?r al] "reasonable" shadow prices oí' trie 

incommensurables the project is acceptable and superior 

to available alternatives.  iSven where this is not the 

case one can specify the precise value of the shadow 

price which will make the project acceptable or make one 

alternative pr-ferabl. to another. 

II 
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PROJECT  INPUTS 

The set  of "inputs"  • .s -oeiated with a project 

should  include both direct   ini ut s  (the  resources 

used by  the  project)  and indirect  social costs  (the 

'negative  spillovers'  or   'externo!   diseconomies') 

that  cause  inconvenience,   expense,   or  other forms 

of disutility to  individuals and firms  oth. r than 

those  operating the project). 

U.1  Direct Inputs: 
Resources used directly by  a  project should be 

valued at their   social opportunity cost,   i.e.,   their 

value   in the best  alternative use  to which they -vould 

have "been put. 
When a public eiüorpi ioc buys   its  inputs  in a 

competitive mark.-.t,  and does not buy a lai >\c enough 

quantity to  influence the maiket pi ice,   the  orice paid 

can be  taken as  a m.-.surt- of the  sucial opportunity 

cost  of the  resources,     '..'hen either or both of these 

two  conditions -  competitive market  and relatively 

small purchases - are not fulfilled,   a  shadow price 

must be found for the inputs. 

U. 1.1   nn^rjitnilt-..."n,'ph    n ?llt-erinr- market price:     if the 
government  nurchases  goods  or services  in a competitive 

market but   in  such quantity that  the price is  increased, 

the appropriate   shadow price for each unit is the price 

that  the government as a discriminating monopsonist 

would have had to pay.       This  type  of situation may 

commonly arise  in the hiring of local labour for a 

large project.     In figure 3    line SS  is the input  supply 

curve.      Without the input purchases required for the 

project the total quantity sold of  the input was QQ and 

'I 
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the price was P  .       The  project requires an input of 
Q.|-Q0,   raising  the market price to P^.       If P^   were 
ueed as a shadow  price f >r   the entire quantity,   the 
social opportunity COK I.  of the resources would be 
overestimated;     lhi; c mve; : e would be true   if price 
PQ were used.        The appropriate value  on  the 
resources  is   the  entire   shaded  area  under  the   supply 
curve - in effect   the appropriate shadow price   is 
weighted uvera,.e of  the  prices between P    and P..       Por o 1 
simplicity,   if  thé  prie..;   chance is  not great we might 
assume  a  linear   sup Ly  ;rurve  and take   the nvera-e of P 

o 
and P.J  as an approximate   shadow price. 

If the   project  causes an expansion of the   production 
of the  input   good  in a   ,.\ y   vhich yields  economies  of 

scale and conse<|Uently lowers price,    the   shadow price 
of  the input   p>od  should reflect the   extent to which 
lower cost of production reduces prices  to p;evious 
users as well  ot.   to  the  project.       In thi.   '..ay  the 
case of falling pice  ia  not parallel  to  th.: caia of 
rising Price.        Fi   urP U  shows a supply curvo,   SS,   which 
slopes downward   to r. fleet  economies  of scale-     P    .-••nd 

o 
Q0  are  the origin./!  pike   and  quantity.     The project 
buys  (Q.t-Qo),   allowing unit  costs and   therefore  price 
to foil to Pv       -!'he dir ..et  social opportunity  cost   of 
inputs  (QrQo)   i,   therefore P1(QrQQ),   the  shaded  aiv... 
But   this increaaed output  has  lowered  the  co: t  to 

previous users   from PQ to P1.       The   savinC in resources 
is  therefore   (P0-Pi)QQ.        The net social  opportunity 
cot t of the added output   is therefore 
P1^1"V  - (Po-pi)Q0 = P1 VPoQo Tno appropriate 
shadow price  is  therefore  (P1Q1-P0Qo)/(Q1^0).       V/h; t 
if the new lower price induces additional private 
users to purchase  the  good,   causing  output to rise to 

* 
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Q2 and price to fall to P2?      In that case  the  direct 

social opportunity cost is P2(Q-,-Q0)  and the   savin8 
of resources consumed "by the  original purchasers  is 

Q (P -P2)»       The  total paid  for the new private 

purchases,  P2(Q2-Q<|)  under estima toe  their value  to  . 

the purchasers.    The  extc.it  of undei estimation is at 

least  equal to  the black triangle between the   supply 

curve and P2 line  above the  (Q2-Qj)   segment:     it may 

be more if some  of these private purchasers  would 

have been willing  to pay a price  above P^.        In this 

case,   therefore,    Lhe  maximum net  social  co: t   tir t 

should be associated with the project's purchase of 

(Q-j-Qo)  is V2(^-QQ)  - Q0
(po"p2^  " ^P1+P?)   (^2-^ 3 

P2Q1 -PoQo^( VP2> ( Q2~Q1 > ' 
(The reader  may note that  the ar::ymetry between 

rising and falling costs rests on  '.he at: uinpt ion that 

where  costs are  rising price  equals marginal   co. t 

but when costs fall with output  price  eijiis  average 

coot.) 

U. 1.2 Taxes and Subsidies;    '.Vhen a project   input  is 

bought  in a competitive market  and in small  enough 

quantities to leave price unch: n; ed,   the appropriate 

shadow price is   the  ìairket price,   including any  indirect 

taxes  or subsidies  that are   included in the  price,   that 

private firms would have to pay.       For example,   the 

shadow price for fuel or labour  should include any 

indirect fuel tax  or payroll tax.     This assures  that 

resources will not be used in a project unless  they 

are as productive  as  they would be to private users. 

If,   however,  the   inputs to the project are  not taken 

away from private users but  rather  constitute  a  net 

increase to national  supply,   taxes and subsidies  should 

be ignored.     If fuel imports are  increased to provide 

• C 
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an input for the project,   the shadow price of the 
fuel  should not   include any   import duty.     If  there 
is a  separate policy to discriminate against   irnaorted 
inputs by using  a  sp'cial   shadow price    \'Oì' foi'eir-n 
exchange,   this   general   foreign exchange   rhad^w  prie*; 
hut  not  the   specific  tarif;'   on  Puoi  Lh  ul 1 he   ta-ieii 
into account.       Although this doe.* meun  tí:'   the 
marginal productivity oP fuel   ./ill not be   equal   in 
the public  • nd  private   sector;--,   that,  in  a   noce   er ry 
consequence  of   suboptiinizirig und, e   the   constraint 
that  private prouueern  pay  ,-t   special   tax   on  l"uel 
imports.     The relevant   shadow  price  i;:  always   the 
social coot  of   the input::  or   if it  ir   higher,   their 
productivity  in   the alternative use  to  which   they 
would be put under prevailing market condition;   -n! 
tax  structure. 

U. 1.3 Non-competitive Markets:    This brin,*; uc  di.actly 
to  the question of what  shadow prie   sh  uld be   rut   on 
inputs purchased  from   , irme   that  are pi ico  makers.       If 
government  use   cunes  a  decrease  in ; riv te  use,   the 
market including monopoly profit   should b.-   th     rr.  dow 
price because  it  mc^rur.;:;   the  productivity  of  the 
resources  in their former use.    3ut   le   th«-  '-overnment 's 
demand causes  the monopolist   suai lier  to   increase  output, 
the  situation it-, more  complicated.     When   the  quantity 
produced  is   changed,  average   cost  of production will 
change and,   for  small  increases  in outmit,   will decre-se. 
If the monopolist  leaves  the  price to the  previous 
purchasers unchanged,   the   social cost of  the  increased 
production for use as the  project  input   should be 
calculated as the net  addition to  the monopolist' s conte. 
Thus  if average  cost falls   from CQ to C1   when output 
increases from previous sales (Q )  to the new  total 
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sales   (Q.,),   the social  cost of the additional output 
is approximately ¿(C^HQ^)  - Q^C^).       The 
demand  for the project's  inputs  can be vicwrd as  a 
shift   in the product's  demand curve.     If the monopolist 
does not  irrationally keep his price unchanged,   the 
result  of this will be to chance  the  quantity purchased 
by non-project users.       The exact  insult will     epend 
on the   nature of the project's demand  curve   :i,'   th ; 
previous demand curve  as well as  on  the  specific  cost 
curves.     But in the  situation th: t  nay be  :no. t.  likely, 
the   price  will  fall and non-project  use  expand.       In 

this  case  the net   social  cost   ir  the manufacturer's 
cost  of the project  inputs minus  the  fall  in co;:t of 
producing the original non-project  quantity minus  the 
excess   of the value  of   the additional non-product use 
over  its  social cost. 

In these cases  it   is clear  that  a   single  shadow-price 
on the   inputs is not  appropriate.     Rather the project 
analyst   should be  seeking a shadow  cost  for the:  total 
purchase of inputs. 

U. 1.U Unemp1oyed Res our ces:    If otherwise unemployed 
resources - usually labour or land - are to be used in 
a project,   their  social opportunity  cost  is zero and 
a shadow price of zero  should be assigned to them. 
This may be especially  important  in an underdeveloped 
country or in a period of long-term unemployment.       A 
not uncommon mistake  is  to measure  the cost of otherwise 
unemployed labour as the difference between the wage 
rate and unemployment  compensation benefit paid by the 
social  security system.       Although  this does  indicate 
the additional money payments required in order  to 
hire  labour,  it does not reflect the social opportunity 
coat  of the labour.    More generally,   if labour (or land) 
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is being paid a wage  (or rent)   exceeding its marginal 
productivity,   it  is  the marginal  procluctivity and not 
the  wage  that  should be  taken ; :.   the  roci'.l   co: t of 
taking labour from ite previous employant. 

This rule  should be qualified  in throe ways: 
First,   if it is  possible to employ  the  "unemployed" 
resources  in some use  other  th.aji the project  -  e.g., 
to  stimulate employment by private producers  -  the 
productivity of labour  in this  alternative UEO  and 
not  zero is  the most appropriate   social opportunity 
cost.       But even  if it w uld be posible  to  find 
productive employment  for currently unemployed  1 ibour, 
the  required action may be  outside  the  juriri àct j on 
of the project administration.     The rclovnt 
8uboptimizing decisions  then requires  taking  the 
opportunity cost  at  zero. 

Second,   if Ciaploying labour  requires  rdditional 
expenditure on food,   clothing,   and  shelter - particularly 
likely if unemployed labour is  moved from rural  to urban 
areas of an underdeveloped country - it : ¡ay bo  appropriate 
to  treat  those expenses  at part   of th-   real   social  cost 
of the labour.     Eut although this   it, undoubtedly an 
increased consumption of real resources,   there  are two 
reasons why it may be  appropriate   to disi- .& rd   these. 
First,   it may be possible to produce those  good:   with 
other unemployed labour;    this  is  the traditional 
Keynesian case.     Second,   it may be argued that   the food, 
clothing,   and sheltor  are not merely neccssai y  supplies 
to the worker (like  tools)  but  do add  to his  level of 
well-being. 

Third,  an unquestioning application of  the  v.ctro 
shadow price rule for  direct labour inputs would bias 
evaluation in favour of labour intensive and vorticially 
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integrated projects.      If unemployed labour can be 
used in producing intermediate goods for  the project 
those goods  should be valued at a shadow price less 
than market price,  with the difference  equal to  the 
wa&e  component  of the otherwise unemployed  labour. 
All labour inputs,   direct and indirect,   should be 
valued at the  same shadow  price. 

U. 1.5 Other Direct Input Problems:       Project inputs 
that  are already  owned by the  ¿jove. nmont  should be 
shadow priced at  their value  in the best  alternative 
use.     Replacement   cost  is  not neuere    ri] y  the appropriate 
value:    it will be so only  if the in :\t    ,ood is  sold 
in the market under conditions which make market price 
equal the input's marginal  revenue product. 

Inputs purchat.ed from  abroad or which  otherwise 
might be exported have a foreign exchange value that 
may deserve a premium over  the value  indicated by 
official exchanhe rates.       See section 6.2. 

U.2 Indirect  Social Costs; 
A project may cause others to incur inconvenience, 

dißcorafort,   or  expenditure.     The sh»dow price   a-n^ronriate 
to these indirect  social eor.ts ("external diseconomies") 
is the price  that  those who  suffer them vouj-d be willing 
to accept as  compensation and fe \L neither worn«; off nor 

better off. 
Measurement   is easiest  when thone   a f Tu eteri  ,\^ Liake 

expenditures  that make them as well off as they WOT e 
before.       In general the evaluation is   similar to 
measuring the consumer surplus accruing to benefit 
recipients.     A  simplified  example will  illustrate  the 
principle.     It   is  proposed  that an airport   rh^lf  be 
built.     If this   is done,   those who live   m  r.he area. 
must   suffer the discomfort  of airport noise.     How should 
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this discomfort be evaluated?    One approach would be 
to consider the  expected  fl?.n  in icsidcntinl land 
values  in the  cu-e;. .     The ertönt  or thi     f? ll mi/rht  be 
predicted on the bnsif; of cxp. i ienci   with pr vinu.~ 
airports.       A  v,oC..»nd ap'i'o.ich,   which would pr->vi-!tj   an 
upper  limit to   ih.   np-iroprietc   r.hMrtov,  p* ioo   ."r.r   thot 
part  oi'  the noi;;e   thus eliminated,  would b     to uc.-.  the 
cost  of  sound-proefinj the  homes  L;O th -,   Ih .  imi- 
could not be ho rd  in the  house.     Thi:    :,ii -hi,  of course, 
be  impossible,   in any cat.j  it would only  rolMj  to 
noise within houses  and not  out   of dr.^rs.     The r-'imor 
surplus method requires dr.'.winr, up -.  rcludui,  or  th-j 
amounts  that tho hono-owner woul.'1 be wiliin,-.  to p  y to 
prevent building the  airport,   or,   equiv. Ì. ntly, v.- ul 1 
be willing to accept  as "full  compensât i ---. *   .v it  v/ore 
built. 

t 

«It 
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SHADOW PRICES ¿'OR INTERTEMPORAL CHOICE 

Until now we h ve  disicgarded the problems of time, 

tacitly  assuming  that  all benefit::;  and coots   occur  in 

the present.     In practice  the problems associated with 

the timing of benefits and costs  are extrunely important. 

Significant  public  inv   ntiaent  choices,   arising in both 

the design and final decision stages,  require 

intertemporal evalu- tions.       Should we use a  technique 

of production that  requires  lai ge  capiti.1   im^atnent 

but has  low  operating cOL.tr  (e.g.   nude; r  g..n  lation of 

electric power)   or would  the opposite  'time profile' 

of expenditure (conventional power  generation)  be 

preferable?       Should we   select a project  with a constant 

stream of net benefits or one which producta   fe». benefits 

in early years but gre/'ter benefits later?       Should we 

postpone all or part of a particular investment.,   euch as 

building a narrow  roí d now and widening later? 
Time affects  our project evaluation in thr..-e    .ays: 

(i)     changes in the market prices  of benefits   -    •  ".oats; 

(ii)     the relatively creato- rter.i rubi 1.51;>   of  consumption 

in the near future than con^u-v*lor.  '.n the  • or.    extant 
future;     (iii)     the possibility  of alternative productive 

investment  of the  funds used ia a public project  and of 

the benefits received from the project,     aiaoh of  these 

aspects of  the   'time problem«  has been the  subject of 

extensive discussion among economists.    Although the 

literature  that has evolved is too complex for  sumnary 

here,   some of the basic  issues can bo revie.vod. 

Changes  in the absolute lpvel cf prices  (i.c,   a 

uniform change  in all prices),   for ..-.ample  -.   general 

inflationary trend,  can be ignored ana all  calculations 
made as  if the  current  level of pries regained uncharged, 

V 
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Not  so for changes in relative prices.     If some prices 
are likely to change  relative to others  thin  should be 
reflected in the cost-benefit calculations.       For 
example,   it would be reasonable  to expect  th"t  wages 
will continue  to rise relative   to  the  prieur,  of 
manufactured  goods,   raw materialr:.,   etc.     In calculating 
the futuro costs of a public project,   this relative 
price change  should be  taken into account.     Other goods 
may chance in price because of changes   in the demand 
for  them  (due,   for    xample,   to  the introduction of 
other new products  or to a   ch-nr<    in   : actor   ere., •?-.,. 
on by higher  standards of living)   or  in  their  ..up-ly ^ 
(due for example to  changes  in technology,   inperu 1^ |C 
regulations,   etc.). 

The  first  and most basic aspect  of intertemporal 
comparison is  the measurement of% the relative desirability 

^ of consumption in different years.     In general,   »s 
individuals we prefer consumption in  the r-:-e.r future 
to consuming so,,- thing of   the re-tí parket  va];.-   -r   .-he 
more distant  future.       This v.-eOìence  nay  refi eel   a-. 
irrational bias  in favour  01' thy r„- ^  fui ore but  iL 

also corresponds to   the more rational   cicu]ation  (i)   that f 
our incomes are rising and  thus  ueertasir,    i he   .i^u:ri canee 
of any given quantum of conception and   (l\)   that   death 
may  intervene befoi e  the more dlr.tart   da Le.     /U.though 

it maybe  inappropriate for  the  :>overnrion< ' -   mtertc-nporal 
calculations to  reflect  the  purely irr ,ti< rv, 1   ,,ho.t_ 

sißhtedness of individuals and  thojr. pernal expectations 
of death,   it is   reasonable  for   seemly  os »:  whole  to 
recognize  that the  standard of   living  is rising are   that 
benefits and costs in the more distant future should be 
given less weight.     Establishing *  rmceific  qualitative 
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relationship between the significance of a one dollar 

benefit (or cost) today and a one dollar benefit (cost) 

in a future year is an important prerequisite of cost- 

benefit analysis.  The social time preference rate for 

discounting consumption is a basic external* shadow 

price.  Economic analysis can help to elucidate the 

relation among factors that should influence the selection 

of such a social time preference rate - the rates of 

growth of consumption and population, the 'pure' time 

preference (discounting future utility merely because 

of its futurity), and the assumed elasticity of the 

utility function - but the specific choice rests on the 

adoption of parameters that must reflect public policy. 

5.2 Social Opportunity Cost of Capit.vl; 

If the government is able to influence the rate of 

private investment, it should pursue a policy which makes 

the marginal social rate of return on private investment 

equal to the social time preference rate.  This may, 

however, not be politically possible or may be an aim 

toward which government poli'cy has been directed but 

which will not be . chieved for a number of years.  If 

so, the social productivity of private investment may 

exceed the social time preference rate. 

In this case, intertemporal choice requires considering 

not only the relative desirability of consumption at 

different times but also the use to which those funds 

would have been put in the private sector.  In particular, 

funds withdrawn from private investment should be valued 

at a shadow price equal to the present value of the 

consumption stream that would have resulted, both directly 

and indirectly, from the foregone investment.  This 

shadow price for the social opportunity cost of private 

investment will therefoie reflect the social rate of 

V- 
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return on private investment and the socir.l time 

preference used  for  discounting the resulting 

consumption streams. 

When ehm' cs  in private  investment     re neaaured 

in tcri-is of this   shadow p¿ice,   the benefit r.n.l   cost 

stream of a project  con be unambiguously evalué Led ,f 
1 by usina the socir.l tine  preference  rate, j 

5.3 Budget Constraints; ' 

If the agency does not have to  onerate under  any \ 

budget constraint but is   able to obtain  sufficient   fände •] 

for all projects   that  it   deaonstrrtes  are   ;'\v.rth  doing", \ 

the proper basis for project  appraisal  i^   the n?t  present % \ / 

value of the i^iKiT.tecl  social hen..fits   -inus  social costs. j 

A project   is ''worth doin;,"   if  this  ne i.   social benefit j 

is positive!     as  between  two mutually  ine .-a.p  tibie • 

projects   that  one   should be  selected which h- :•   the ! 

greater net social benefit. 

If,   however,   the agency's  bud- :t  is   liai L2d   r.o  that I 

there are   insufficient funds  to do all projects   t'r t h?ve ' 

positive net social benefits  (and a. e not  inferior  to 

other incompatible project:),   a iff .aant  criLeiii   of 

project  choice  must be  used.       In off:ct,   o   ;ha;o;v ;| 
i* 

price  of the constrain«!  agency funds must b:-   selected. ftnC 

The appropriate   shadow price  oí' a  constrained S 

agency's  funds   ia   the  ratio of net  social benefit   to ¡> 

constrained funds expected to prevail  on the  marginal 

project.       In practice this  could be estimated  en the 

basis  of past experience.       It  is a measure  oí   the 

amount of net  social benefit  that could be obtained 

by the agency if  it had an extra dollar of funds.     This 

shadow price should be recognized as an "internal11 

shadow price - internal not to the project but  to the 

agency.      A similar problem arises when any input  is 
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"rationed"   to egoncieo.     Internal shadow prices for 
each of these factors  should he  calculated hy each 
agency as  the basis for their own choices.    The use 
of these "agency's own shadow prices"  in improving the 
original alloc? tions  ir. discusse^  in Section 6.3. 

li 

I 
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VI 

SOME TECHNICAL NOTES 

> 

6.1   Shadow Prices .¿>nd  the Linear Programming.Dual: 

Consider the  probler.1 o¿   a  firm (project)   that 

produces one or more outputs and uses  several  inputs. 

At least  one of the  inputs  is available  in only 

limited quantity and  the  firu has no opportunity to 

buy any additional quantity or  sell any excess not 

used;     we  shall refer  thee..-  inputs as  "non-purchasables". 

The values  (prices)   of a  single unit  of each output 

are  given.     The production process can be described 

in teims of t\  fixed  amount  of each  input required per 

unit  of each output.     The problem of the firm enterprise 

is to maximize the total not value of the output  (the 

value of  the output minus  the cost of the resources 

which are non purchasable bought)   subject to  the 

constraint  inputs.     The aolution of this maximizing 

problem  implies,   in general,   that while there is  slack 

(excess unused quantities)   of some of the   inputs,   other 

inputs are effective constraints on output.    We may  then 

ask of each input:     whit price could be paid by  the 

enterprise for an additional unit of the  input  so  that 

the increased output made possible would have a value 

equal to that  input price?      For those  inputs  for which 

slack exists,   the price would be zero  (i.e.   thoiv.  would 

be no value to additional quantities  of input)  but  for 

those inputs which were binding constraints on output a 

positive price could be paid.       This is  the  shadow 

price of the linear  programing dual associated with 

the maximizing problem.    A second interpratation of the 

shadow prices would be:    what prices could be paid for 

the non-slack inputs  so  that the total  shadow cost of 

• <• 
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non purchasables in the production dust  equalled its 
net  output value;    the shadow price of the slack 
inputs is a^ain implicitly zero. 

6• 2 On the Use  o^Im;>ort_- export Prices : 
If the  domestic markets  in intermediate and final 

goods do not provide a suitable brsis Tor  constructing 
shadow prices,   their p.-.rt  in the analysis can sometimes 
be  taken by world market prices - import  or export prices 
depending on whither the  pood is imported or exported. 
Indigenous non-trrdeoble resources - labour and land - 
should be  shadow-priced at either their rrr.r£inal 
productivity  in the production of exports  (or  imoort 
substitutes)   or at  zero  ii   they rre unemployed.     The 
calculation of marginal productivities nay not be 
practicable  on an economy-wide basis.       But  in those 
countries in which domestic market prices are unsuitable 
as a basis  for  shadow price calculation (primarily the 
underdeveloped countries),  it  nry not be unreasonable 
to assume that  the appropriate shadow price for labour 

is  zero. 
If it  can be assumed that  the aggregate levels of 

both consumption an.3  investment have previously been 
determined,   so that all marginal capital  comer,  from abroad, 
it may be  racional to evaluate  incuts,  both capital and 
returned,   at   their foreign exchrn-e cost,   and outputs at 
their export  selling price.       This  simple form is only 
appropriate where both import  and export  prices are 
insensitive  to quantities bought and sold:    otherwise 
the procedure would be to use  the marginal co;/t and 

marginal revenue respectively. 
A problem arises in the  case where   the  inputs  to a 

particular project as initially defined  include non- 
tradeable items,   such as electricity,   transport or 

V 
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residential  servicio,   which heve an import component. 
In  uh.ou cucos   it  can bo *<.e.aimed  that  a certain ar.ount 
oí   extra  cap  city,   oay,   in a,on er^tion,   roads,   railways, 

or houses,   will be  n.  de '   and  this will hr.vc a 
epccifi.-ble  tr   kvidj  i wort  content which  should 
be  , died   into th •  project     a  originally naiv^vly 
defined.     In each c   sc  it  is  import.P.nt   only to oh- ;\ •_ 
the  appropriate   extra   cost   to  the  project.      It  r :y be 
that  the project   i et 'ir  a    TI amount of electricity 
which it would be  co. tly  to  conerete for that  pur:-aae 
alone but  ir  i he   nL ¡it, en bo  locate!   near  other UíLíT 

of electricity   it   IT y be   th..   .ìifferorvoe be two. n  tho   cost 
of 195 and  100 me  : wtt   stations  that   it   relevant   ì;">1. 

the  cost   of -   cj  nei r v.:.tt   station. 
Similorl.y  if ?  pulation and  housing  stand-rds no 

2,iven  thui a will   oniy be  , ny  relevant   "township"   eo'tr 
if  the   import   cent ont   o\'   tho   tovnship vrriea   froi.i   si*o   to 
site. 

It  ah-uld  be  re-c.'ioh"Pieed he. a   that  it  is 
inconsistent   to uto   Coiei^n pi ices for mr.kinc" investment 
decisions  and   d oiii ; a t i c pries   for  employment  and   output 
decisions.       It   is even v/01 so  to use foreign prices  fur 
investment  dec io i on s on th."'  false assumption that   they 
will also be used for r- current  decisions.     For  instance 
it nitit  well  be   that  aac ncias wci e allowed  to  retain 
their  foreign  exchange  e   rnin^s.     In  sxich L   cric   thoy 
would have a  very  ¡.tren?, incentive  to export  if they were 
maxi/.iizinf   their f oroi, n exchange "profit".       If  tho 
planners were   to assume  this   to  be  tho  agency's  objective, 
they nißht f rr me an opti! îistic estimate of future  foreign 
exch.n^e  eanUrr s  for   the   economy as  a  whole which would 
be completely  invalidated,   if concerns  in fret maximise 
"profits'"  at domestic   úricos. 

s 
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6.3 Iterative Multistage Factor Shadow-Pricing: 
In this paper we have generally oarumod  that 

market prices provide not  only a   starting point, for 
the determination of shadow pricor, but   °lso  the 
basic allocative mechanism in the  economy as a whole. 
In any particular economy thin nviy n^>t  ho true for 
one or more inputs such aü labour,  CM pit.nl,   foreign 
exchange,   or  specific  raw materials   in   short   supply. 
In such  cases an alternative to market,  allocation  is 
the administrative allocation by  th<-   ^nti-al planning 
agency to sub-agencies responsible for projects  in 
particular fields.       To perform  this   variation efficiently, 
the central agency would have to know   ih- v hu  of each 
type of resource if employed in  the  next  mort productive 
use  in each auto-agency's  field.       Th-    centr- 1 planning 
agency  is unlikely to have sufficient   technical 
information to ascertain there V.IU-.-R  by itself.     One 
administrative  solution is to rrrke arbitrary allocations 
of the   inputs to the   sub-apenci-s. lae'i   sub-agency 
could then calculate   its  own "infernal   shadow prices" 
of the  rationed factors in the v.-ay described for    coital 
in section U.3.      These  internal  shadow /rices wnuiu De 
the result of project evaluations in  v/nich project 
outputs  were valued at "exUrnal  shade;; prices"   lnid down 

by the  central agency. 
The  sub-agencies would notify  the-  central planners 

of their  internal shadow price  for each  factor.        The 
central agency could then redistribute  the rationed factors 
from those  sub-agencies having a  lowor internal   shadow 
price to agencies with a higher  shadow price.       After 
the redistribution,   the   sub-ngeneien   again  could  calculate 
their internal shadow prices and simultaneously determine 
the  set  of projects  that  they would undertake if  this 
were the final alxocation.    In the light of the   second set 

I 
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of internal shadow prices, the central planners might 

want to make a third allocation and the process could 

in principle he repeated until, for each factor, the 

internal shadow price was the same in all agencies. 

This process might also he repented at lower 

levels;  each agency's internal shadow price heing 

the result of an iterative allocation of its resources 

to particular plants. 

The effective implementation of this procedure 

would probably be very costly administratively but would 

ensure an optimal allocation of the resources in 

question and the selection of an optimal set of projects. 
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